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FUND FACTS

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE

Share Price

GBP 14.65
EUR 9.95
USD 9.25

Fund Size

$17.09m

The Fund’s objective is to achieve income combined with capital growth
by investing in units or shares of investment funds which invest in any
or all geographical or economic sector or sectors of the world, mainly
outside the UK.

Launch Date

24 August 2012

INVESTMENT APPROACH

Lipper Sector
Mixed Asset USD Balanced - Global

With a fund of funds approach, the Fund makes strategic allocations using
the best in class external funds and is not restricted by geography or
sector. Short term tactical changes are made using ETFs.

Domicile

Guernsey

Base Currency

USD

Denominations

GBP, EUR, USD
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INVESTMENT TEAM
Stephen Watson
MD and senior portfolio
manager running
international multi-asset
and equity portfolios.
Previously he was
responsible for pan-European accounts
and co-ran international equity funds at
Northern Trust. Before that he was head
of European equities at Framlington.
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Director and specialist
equity fund manager.
Previously with the mining
teams of GMP, Pareto and
Dundee Securities as an
analyst and mining specialist. Former
Chairman of Women in Mining UK, she is
a professional gemmologist and holds an
MBA and MA in International Economics.
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2.33
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Discrete Performance %
12 Months to 30 June

Amanda van Dyke
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GBP Class
Lipper Sector

2016

2017
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2020

6.62

17.75

9.21

‑2.59

‑6.16

12.86

11.82

2.12

7.06

4.12

Source: Lipper, GBP, total return, mid to mid, excluding the effect of initial charge but net of
all management fees and other charges, income reinvested gross of UK tax, in GBP Class,
to 30.06.20. Copyright 2020 © Lipper, a Thomson Reuters company. All rights reserved. Past
performance is no guide to future performance. An investor may not get back, on redemption
or otherwise, the amount invested. Returns may be affected by, amongst other things, currency
fluctuations.

www.southriveram.com
info@southriveram.com

All data as at 30.06.20. Source: South River Asset Management Ltd, unless otherwise stated.
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FUND MANAGER QUARTERLY COMMENTARY
30 June 2020

Market Review

Performance review and positioning

• Financial assets, notably risk assets such as corporate bonds and equities
(or company shares), rebounded strongly from their March lows in the
second quarter of 2020, regaining considerable ground from the prior
quarter’s pandemic-induced selloff

The fund rose 14.7% in the period. (GBP) This compares with a peer group
median (Lipper global) of 10.5%. Over 12 months the fund declined by 6.2
% versus a Lipper peer group rise of 4.1%. Over three years the fund has
declined by 0.2% versus a Lipper peer group median rise of 13.8%.

• Against a background of central bank intervention and global measures
of support for companies and households, markets took a breather from
the elevated levels of volatility which had triggered refuge in safe-haven
investments such as the US dollar, Swiss franc and Japanese yen in the
first quarter

We became more positive on risk assets following the overall decline in
financial markets. We added to several positions in corporate debt and
loans, in energy and mining, and added to risk in three key categories –
cyclicals, global high-yield bonds and commodities.

• Among equities, increased risk appetite led to a move away from defen‑
sive stocks into more economically sensitive stocks, such as information
technology, consumer discretionary and materials. Among commodities,
energy prices rose as investors bought into the sector on hopes for an
improvement in oil demand and a reduction in supply in the form of
OPEC production cuts. Further central bank buying, coupled with the
belief that interest rates would stay lower for longer propelled prices of
gold and silver higher
• The return to a ‘risk-on’ environment meant bond returns varied mark‑
edly. Sovereign bonds saw yields rise and prices fall (bond prices move
inversely to yields). By contrast, the price of company debt and loans
were strongly positive in the period
For the quarter MSCI World recorded a positive return of 19.5% (US$) while
the JPMorgan Global bond index recorded a positive return of 1.5% (US$).
Outlook
• Our outlook remains rather cautious. Macroeconomic concerns and
worries over the global economic slowdown mean that the short-term
prognosis for financial markets is one that is rife with uncertainty, in our
view.
• Economic statistics are hard to read and the shape of economic recovery
is uncertain. Furthermore, global central banks have flooded the system
with so much liquidity that the impact of this, and the Covid-induced
impact on economic activity that the IMF is calling ‘the worst economic
downturn since the Great Depression’ is impossible to quantify.
• Our view is that only a very confident person or a fool could predict the
outcome with certainty. Short-term ‘winners’ such as online retailing, tel‑
ecom spend and cybersecurity (three of the leaders this year) have seen
a boost in terms of share price performance. By contrast, share prices of
real estate, banks and cyclical stocks continue to be hard hit.
• We believe global financial assets are, at best, fairly priced when looked
at in an historical context. The short to medium-term outlook for US
equities, in particular, is clouded by uncertainty in our view, with the S&P
500 Index trading at highly elevated price valuations.
• At a time when, we believe, financial markets are difficult to navigate, we
advocate a diversified asset allocation stance. This includes a preference
for blue-chip corporate bonds and equity income, inflation hedges such
as precious metals and inflation protected fixed income securities, con‑
vertible bonds and preference shares. We firmly believe these will best
serve investors in a potentially volatile market.

In particular we bought exposure to energy via a purchase of the integrated
oil and gas exchange traded fund, we bought back an exposure to high
yield fixed income, via a purchase of a holding in NB Floating Rate Income
Fund, and added to mining exposure through the purchase of a holding in
US mining and metals exchange traded fund PICK. We also increased the
funds’ real estate weighting via the purchase of a position in Starwood Real
Estate Finance
Theme: A post-Covid world – how will it differ from a pre-Covid one?
There has been, and continues to be, speculation among economists, gov‑
ernments and businesses about the economic shape of a post-Covid world
and how different it will be to a pre-Covid one.
To some observers, a radical change is coming in the way we live our lives,
from the way we eat and work, to the way we function. Under this scenario,
the workplace will fundamentally change, with an emphasis on remote
working, an enhanced use of information technology and reduced human
interaction. Cities and offices will decline in importance and face-to-face
meetings will be de-emphasised in favour of writing skills and training in
newer disciplines such as on-line learning. Shopping will become localised
and international study more restrictive.
The alternative view is that the Covid-19 virus will be just another roadblock
to be overcome on the road to greater globalisation, contained and defeat‑
ed as quickly as 2021 with the aid of a vaccine. By 2022, at the very latest,
people will return to the same way of living as before.
The truth, as ever, is likely to be somewhere in between. But there is a
feeling that something has stirred in the way people, communities and
countries, view their Covid-19, with polls reflecting majorities in favour of
a greater emphasis on quality of life. Ironically, it’s the younger generation,
most impacted by travel bans, the inability to socialise in bars and cafes,
and whose median real incomes will see the biggest hit, who are most
prominent in vocalising these trends. Politically, a move to the left may
loom as more state intervention, a dependence on central banks and taxes
on the wealthy are mooted. A key example of this will be in November
when US Republican incumbent, Donald Trump, will have to fend off a
strong challenge in the US presidential election by Democrat challenger
Joe Biden who is bookies’ favourite to become the 46th occupier of the
Oval Office.

QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE CONTRIBUTION*
Top Contributors

%

Top Detractors

%

Blackrock Energy and Resources

1.97

iShares FTSE UK Dividend Plus ETF

‑1.93

VanEck Vectors Junior Gold Miners ETF

0.69

Centrica Plc

‑1.79

Fresnillo Plc GBP

0.44

iShares Euro Dividend ETF

‑1.69

SPDR S&P Oil & Gas Exploration & Production

0.43

The British Land Co Plc

‑1.31

Margaux Resources

0.37

Polar Capital Emerging Markets Fund

‑0.99

Reference to specific securities, bonds or funds does not constitute investment advice and is not a recommendation to buy or sell any security or
bond or invest in such funds. Opinions expressed must not be relied upon.
www.southriveram.com
info@southriveram.com

All data as at 30.06.20. Source: South River Asset Management Ltd, unless otherwise stated.
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SHARE CLASS INFORMATION

PORTFOLIO BREAKDOWN

Codes

Top 10 Holdings

ISIN

SEDOL

GBP
EUR
USD

GG00B8HFN594
GG00B7W07160
GG00B7T9KR35

GBP
EUR
USD

B8HFN59
B7W0716
B7T9KR3

Fees

30 JUNE 2020

%

Quaero Capital Taiko Japan Fund

5.9

iShares 0‑5 Year TIPS Bond ETF

4.8

VanEck Vectors® Junior Gold Miners ETF

4.5

Vanguard Short-Term TIPS

4.4

Invesco Perpetual Asian Equity Income Fund

4.4

iShares Euro Dividend ETF GBP

4.3

iShares FTSE UK Dividend Plus ETF

4.2

Initial charge

5.25%

Polar Emerging Markets Income Fund

4.1

Annual charge

1.50%

Global MENA Financial Assets

4.0

Aberdeen Asian Income Fund

3.5

Minimum Investment

Total

44.1

Asset Allocation

n
n
n
n
n
n

%

Equities

56.7

Bonds

20.9

Alternatives

5.7

Commodities

5.6

Property

4.3

Cash

6.8

£1,000/€1,000/$1,000
Top 5 Equity Allocation

CONTACTS
Investment Manager
South River (Guernsey) Ltd
1st Floor Tudor House, Le Bordage,
St. Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 1DB
Investor Services & Dealing
+353 21 463 3366
investorservices@southriveram.com

Investment Adviser
South River Asset Management Ltd
1 King Street, London EC2V 8AU
www.southriveram.com

Global Mining

%
10.3

Japanese Equity

7.9

Asian Equity Income

7.9

Energy

5.2

UK Equity Income

5.1

Fixed Income Allocation

%

TIPS

9.2

Government

3.1

Short Term Bond Funds

3.1

Global Emerging Market Bond

2.1

Global Emerging Market Debt

1.6

Senior Loans

1.3

Distressed Debt

0.5

@southriver
info@southriveram.com

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The Fund is authorised as an open-ended investment company by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission pursuant to the Protection of
Investors (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 1987 and under The Authorised Collective Investment Schemes (Class B) Rules 2013. Units in the Fund
are not available for sale and may not be offered for sale, directly or indirectly, in the United Kingdom, or any state or jurisdiction in which such
offer or sale would be prohibited. Subscriptions will only be received and units issued on the basis of the current prospectus for the Fund. This
factsheet is not an invitation to subscribe and is for information purposes only. Please note that the value of funds and assets (and the income
from them) may go down as well as up and may be affected by, amongst other things, changes in rates of exchange. South River (Guernsey) Ltd.
Registered Office: 1st Floor Tudor House, Le Bordage, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 1DB. Registered No. 1518. Licensed by the Guernsey Financial
Services Commission in the conduct of investment business.

Issued by South River Asset Management Ltd authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. FRN: 197097
Atlas House, 1 King Street, London. EC2V 8AU
All data as at 30.06.20. Source: South River Asset Management Ltd, unless otherwise stated.

